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History of dice
Precursors of dice: 

Astragals, the anklebones of sheep, buffalo, or other animals; casting lots to 
divine the future

Greek and Roman times:  dice made of different materials 

Cubical dice: in Chinese excavations from 600 bce and in Egyptian tombs 
dating from 2000 bce 



Equal faces?
In how many ways can you arrange three dice side by side on a surface so that 
the sum of the number of pips on each of the four faces (top, bottom, front 
and back) is equal?

from https://nrich.maths.org/  (great resource for problems, games and 
activities)

https://nrich.maths.org/


How many dice?
Carol rolled a large handful of six-sided dice. The total of all the numbers Carol 
got was 521. After some calculating, Carol worked out that the probability that 
of her total being 521 was the same as the probability that her total being 200. 
How many dice did Carol roll?



Magic with dice 
You are blindfolded and told that on the right side of the table there are 6 dice 
with pips showing that sum to 16 and on the left side of the table there are 6 
dice that sum to 19. 

Your task is to create two groups of dice that have the same sum while still 
blindfolded!



Perudo 
5 dice each player - you see what 

you roll, but the others don’t;

Take turns, bids must go up: 

Bid 26 means that you think that there 

are at least two sixes;

34  means ‘at least three  fours’; after 26 you could not bid e.g., 15 (at least one five) because 15 < 26 

You can also call bluff on the previous player

Lose a die if your bluff is called or if you wrongly call bluff; last person with a die wins

 

(figure by Gord Hamilton - K12 Unsolved Problems)



Balanced dice
d4 - truncated tetrahedron

d8 - truncated octahedron

d12 - rhombic dodecahedron

d24 - deltoidal icositetrahedron 

d60 - deltoidal hexecontahedron

d120  

https://mathigon.org/polypad 

The Dice Lab

https://mathigon.org/polypad


How to do it?
Opposite sides: add up to one more than the number of sides of the die

(6+1=7 with normal die)

Vertex sums

Face sums

The idea is to try to balance these sums as much as possible with many sided 
dice (d12, d20, d64, d120)

Linear programming


